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The Kit Runner can be seen through many different literary lenses. Marxist

Theory is a perspective I found to best describe The Kite Runner. Marxist

views society on the economic and cultural theory of Karl Marx and Friedrich

Engles.  They assume that  each society is  made up of  a set of  concepts,

beliefs, values and ways of how the classes struggles within the societies

based on who has the power and money and who doesn’t. They also look at

what role does power, money, class and religion play in the society. 

It is clear to say that The Kite Runner is a book filled with different classes

and the struggle of power between the societies. The Pashtuns have enough

power and money in the Afghan society that allows then to put down the

Hazaras.  If  you are a  wealthy  person in  Afgan this  shows that  you have

power. “ Then, Baba and I drove off in his black Ford Mustang – car that drew

envious looks everywhere because it was the same care Steve McQueen had

driven in Bullitt, a film played in one theater for six months. 

. (4. 10) This shows how the wealth of Amir’s family effects how he is seen by

others. 

Amir is also more fortunate than others. Amir is not made fun of by other

kids while Hassan is always teased because he has no money. The Pashtuns

and  the  Hazaras  are  different  ethnic  groups  in  Afghanistan.  Amir  was

Pashtun and Hassan was Hazaras. Afghan people are in both groups,  but

there is a big difference between the physical appearance and ethnicity. The

Pashtuns put down the Hazaras because they are a different religion. The

Pashtuns are Sunni Muslims and Hazaras are Shi’s Muslims. “ The following
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week,  after  class,  I  showed  the  book  to  my teacher  and  pointed  to  the

chapter on the Hazaras. 

He skimmed though a couple of pages, snickered, handed the book back. “

That’s the one thing Shi’a people do well,” he said, picking up his papers, “

passing themselves as martyrs. ”  He wrinkled his nose when he said the

word Shi’a like it was some kind of disease. (2. 24) Amir is treated differently

because of  his  ethnicity  and religion.  Amir  who is  Pashtun,  sees that his

people are putting down Hassan only because of his religion. The Pashtuns

have  more  power  therefore  they  feel  like  their  religion  is  better  than

Hazaras. 

The appearance between the two groups plays a role in the Marxist theory. “

a boy with a thin –boned frame, a shaved head , and low-set ears, a boy with

a Chinese doll face perpetually lit a harelipped smile. ” (4. 27) this quotes

shows that because of the differences in their physical appearance makes it

easier for the Pashtuns to recognize Hazara. The Pashtuns people felt that

they were the real Afghans and the Hazara were not. Marxist theory also

focuses on the differences in religious beliefs and how it affects society. Amir

knows that  because of  his  religion  and society he is  not  supposed to be

friends with  Hazara boys.  “  Because history  isn’t  easy to overcome.  And

neither is religion. 

In the end, I was a Pashtun and he was a Hazara, I was Sunni and he was

Shi’a.  And  nothing  was  every  going  to  change  that.  Nothing.  ”(25)  This

quotes shows that the Pashtuns hold the power in society and look down to

the Hazaras. Amir points out that he and Hassan is different religion, which
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are two types of Muslim which are similar. Religion is one way the Pashtuns

hold the power in  Afghanistan.  Another Marxist  theory is  the standard of

living. The Hazaras do not get the same rights as the Pashtuns. 

The Pashtuns are taught to read and write, but the Hararas are not. Hassasn

and Amir spent a lot of time as kids in a tree talking and reading. “ as I read

him stories he couldn’t read for himself. That Hassan wold grow up illiterate

like  Ali  and  most  Hazaras  had  been  decided  the  minute  he  has  been

born”(hossenini 28). This shows that because Amir is Pashtun he was taught

in school how to read and write and Hassan couldn’t read or write because

he was Hazara. 

Since Pashtun can read and write this gives then the opportunity to get a job

in society allowing then to make money and provide for their families. The

Hazaras who were never taught to read and write are forced to do labour

jobs even jobs of slavery. 

Since the Hazaras are not working in the same jobs the Pashtuns once again

have one more on them and feel they are better than them. Having different

jobs that don’t pay the same will lead to financial struggles. Since Hazara

doesn’the education he can’t get a good paying job. It leaves him with less

money for his family to provide them with a better house. Amir and Hassan

lived close to each other but there houses are not the same. “ I went past

the rosebushes to Babas mansion, Hassan to the mud shack where he had

lived his entire life” (Hossein 6). 

This quotes shows that it doesn’t matter if Amir and Hassan are friends they

come from different worlds . Since the Pashtuns have paying jobs they have
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the chance to buy big homes. The Hazara don’t have that chance because

they don’t have the qualification to get those jobs because they never got

the same education. This leaves then vulnerable to society. The Kite runner

is a book that shows the power and struggle between two friends who are

from two different  parts  of  the same country.  Their  friendship  puts  them

through so many tests which involve the difference in their religion, money,

and class, because of their differences they are treated differently by society

but yet still remain loyal to each other. 

Quote Bank 1. “ Then, Baba and I drove off in his black Ford Mustandg – car

that drew envious looks everywhere because it  was the same care Steve

McQueen had driven in Bullitt, a film played in one theater for six months..

(4. 10) 2. “ I went past the rosebushes to Babas mansion, Hassan to the mud

shack where he had lived his  entire life” (Hossein 6).  3.  “  as I  read him

stories he couldn’t read for himself. That Hassan wold grow up illiterate like

Ali  and  most  Hazaras  had  been  decided  the  minute  he  has  been

born”(hossenini 28). 4. 

“ Because history isn’t easy to overcome. And neither is religion. In the end, I

was a Pashtun and he was a Hazara, I  was Sunni and he was Shi’a. And

nothing was every going to change that. Nothing. ”(25) 5. “ a boy with a thin

– boned frame, a shaved head , and low-set ears, a boy with a Chinese doll

face perpetually lit a harelipped smile. ” (4. 27) 6. “ The following week, after

class, I showed the book to my teacher and pointed to the chapter on the

Hazaras. He skimmed though a couple of pages, snickered, handed the book

back. 
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“ That’s the one thing Shi’a people do well,” he said, picking up his papers, “

passing themselves as martyrs. ”  He wrinkled his nose when he said the

word Shi’a like it was some kind of disease. (2. 24) 7. “ Remember this,”

Baba said, pointing at me, “ The man is a Pashtun to the root. He has nang

and namoos. ” Nang. Namoos. Honor and pride. The tenets of Pashtun men.

Especially when it came to the chastity of a wife. Or a daughter. (12. 11) 8. “

A loyal Hazara. Loyal as a dog”(Hosseini 72) MLA CITATION “ Literary Theory

Is an Attempt to Understand the Various Ways That Different People Read

Texts. Yes, We All Know That Not Everyone “ interprets” a Book, Poem, or

Even a Song the Same Way. 

You know what always happens when the neighborhood boys tease him?

Hassan steps in and fends them off. I’ve seen it with my own eyes. And when

they come home, I say to him, ‘ How did Hassan get that scrape on his face?

‘ And he says, ‘ He fell down. ‘ I’m telling you, Rahim, there is… 1413 Words |

4  Pages READ FULL DOCUMENT The Kite  Runner  … Kukovitskiy  The Kite

Runner written by Khaled Hosseini can be seen as a great book but at the

same time one that is too simple and easy. In discussions of The Kite Runner,

one controversial issue has been the inner levels of the novel. 

On one hand, many people believe that the novel is filled with numerous

themes that are deep and make one think about the human experience and

will leave you thinking long after you finish… 1413 Words | 4 Pages READ

FULL  DOCUMENT  The  Gutai  Seen  Through  a  Zen  Lens  Essay  …  Greg

Lookerse Zen and Tea Art Research Paper The Gutai Group are well known

for their actions and have been considered by many a link between western
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contemporary art movements and contemporary eastern art. In February of

1998 the Museum of Contemporary Art in New York exhibited Out of Actions:

Between Performance and the Object, 1949-1979. 

In the exhibition catalog, of the same name, the Gutai Group is discussed

extensively as a new tradition of action artists who were… 1413 Words | 1

Pages READ FULL DOCUMENT Literary Analysis Kite Runner Essay … Theme:

A subject  or  topic  on  which  a  person writes  or  speaks:  a  proposition  for

discussion or argument in the text. Ex: ‘’I’m thirty eight years old and I’ve

found out my whole life is one big fucking lie! ’’ (Hosseini 222). Analysis: In

The Kite Runner, by Barbara Kingsolver. Learn to love your brother as you

love yourself,  learn  to respect  them as well  because love and respect  is

something you earn. 

Assssss Hassan was both physically and mentally strong with Amir, which…

1413  Words  |  1  Pages  READ  FULL  DOCUMENT  The  Kite  Runner  Literary

Analysis  Essay … The Kite Runner Analysis The expression “ riddled with

guilt” is a good way to describe the main character’s life, Amir, in the book

The Kite Runner, written by Khaled Hosseini. The Kite Runner is a story about

an Afghan boy,  Amir,  who has many hardships  throughout  his  life  as  he

grows from a boy living in war-torn Afghanistan, to a successful writer living

in America. Amir experiences many events that caused him to… 
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